Biometric features such as fingerprints, iris patterns, and face features help to identify people and restrict access to secure areas by performing advanced pattern analysis and matching. Face recognition is one of the most promising biometric methodologies for human identification in a non-cooperative security environment. However, the recognition results obtained by face recognition systems are affected by several variations that may happen to the patterns in an unrestricted environment. As a result, several algorithms have been developed for extracting different facial features for face recognition. Due to the various possible challenges of data captured at different lighting conditions, viewing angles, facial expressions, and partial occlusions in natural environmental conditions, automatic facial recognition still remains as a difficult issue that needs to be resolved. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to tackling some of these issues by analyzing the local textural descriptions for facial feature representation. The textural information is extracted by an enhanced local binary pattern (ELBP) description of all the local regions of the face. The relationship of each pixel with respect to its neighborhood is extracted and employed to calculate the new representation. ELBP reconstructs a much better textural feature extraction vector from an original gray level image in different lighting conditions. The dimensionality of the texture image is reduced by principal component analysis performed on each local face region. Each low dimensional vector representing a local region is now weighted based on the significance of the sub-region. The weight of each sub-region is determined by employing the local variance estimate of the respective region, which represents the significance of the region. The final facial textural feature vector is obtained by concatenating the reduced dimensional weight sets of all the modules (sub-regions) of the face image. Experiments conducted on various popular face databases show promising performance of the proposed algorithm in varying lighting, expression, and partial occlusion conditions. Four databases were used for testing the performance of the proposed system: Yale Face database, Extended Yale Face database B, Japanese Female Facial Expression database, and CMU AMP Facial Expression database. The experimental results in all four databases show the effectiveness of the proposed system. Also, the computation cost is lower because of the simplified calculation steps. Research work is progressing to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed face recognition method on pose-varying conditions as well. It is envisaged that a multilane approach of trained frameworks at different pose bins and an appropriate voting strategy would lead to a good recognition rate in such situation.
INTRODUCTION
A perfect face recognition system should be able to recognize a variety of faces in different conditions, such as different poses, lighting conditions, partial occlusions, noisy data, different facial expressions, age variations, etc.
1 It is easy to train a system to recognize faces in perfect conditions; however, these intrusions make it much harder for the system to get a high recognition accuracy. Faces with different expressions of the same individual may be misclassified by the recognition system, especially with some extreme emotion expressions, such as anger and fear. Age problems occur when the same person's images are taken in different times of the person's life. The recognition system may not realize these images belong to the same person after classification. Also, different poses and partial occlusions may cause a similar issue. Lighting problems make the system much harder for classification. Even the human eye can hardly recognize a person with the face area in poor lighting conditions. The ideal face recognition system is next to impossible. In this paper, we focus on solving the facial expression variation, partial occlusions, and lighting issues. The proposed method obtains a promising result with these three conditions. Examples of the four databases, which are used for the experiments, are shown in Figure 1 to process. The same-sized images are the input patterns for the entire recognition system. The proposed method contributes to facial feature extraction and face recognition. It also can be used as a pre-processing stage for a face tracking system. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a review of various related algorithms. Section 3 illustrates the algorithm of the proposed method: enhanced local binary pattern and weighted modular principal component analysis for face recognition. Section 4 shows the experimental results and the comparison with other methods. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Face recognition of different facial expressions and lighting invariance areas have been studied for many years. There are various algorithms for facial feature extraction and classification. In this section, a brief history of face recognition is reviewed. First, the facial recognition system is introduced, including the working theory of the facial recognition system, as well as the basic techniques and the affections. Second, some general facial recognition algorithms are presented, including the facial feature extraction and classification.
Facial Recognition System
A facial recognition system is a computer application for automatically identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or a video frame. 6 An ideal facial recognition system can be used for security and identification. Figure 5 shows a general structure of a facial recognition system. The most fundamental way for face recognition is to compare the information from probe images with the one in the recognition system. The information can be separated into two parts: geometric information, which can be considered as a distinguishing feature, and photometric information, which can be considered as distilling an image into some values. 
Facial Feature Extraction
In real life, a facial recognition system is constituted by three parts: face detection, facial feature extraction, and face classification. Different from the existing human face databases, most of the images captured by cameras are an entire individual or at least part of an individual. Face detection is very helpful in locating the actual position of the face area. Also, the detected position may affect recognition results from the third part of the recognition system. After detection, the next step is facial feature extraction. The reason for applying facial feature extraction algorithms is that the original input data may contain a large amount of undesired information, even considered as noise for the recognition system. Also, the undesired information may cause lower efficiency. The extracted features are considered as the inputs for classification. Some popular algorithms of facial feature extraction are introduced below:
• Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Center-Symmetric Local Binary Pattern (CSLBP) LBP is a simple but efficient texture operator which recalculates the pixel labels by calculating and thresholding the differences with its neighbor pixels (Eq. (2)), 7 and generating the binary patterns' code to represent the new label of the same pixel (Eq. (3)). The biggest advantage of LBP operator is the invariance property against monotonic gray level changes caused by illumination variations. The efficiency of LBP makes it work well with real-time settings.
where p = 1, 2, 3, ..., P means the pixel number, P is the number of sampling points (neighbor pixels). g p and g c are the intensity value of the pth neighbor pixel and the center pixel respectively. z p is the difference between g p and g c . R is the radius of the neighborhood. Section 3 explains more details of LBP.
Instead of obtaining binary code from comparing the value of the center pixel with that of the neighbor pixels, CSLBP obtains the new label from comparing the center symmetric pixels' values in the neighborhood. Original LBP produces 256 different new labels; however, CSLBP produces just 16 new labels. Also, CSLBP captures better gradient information than original LBP. 8 Figure 6 shows the difference between LBP and CSLBP. Equation (5) shows the final step for obtaining the new label. Figure 6 . LBP and CSLBP features for a neighborhood of 8 sampling points
LBP P,R,T (x c , y c ) =
where T is a small threshold value. p = 0, 1, 2, ..., P 2 − 1
• Principal Component Analysis
The principal component analysis generates the dimension reduced features instead of the original long vectors for face recognition. 9 Faces have a similar structure (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.), and the faces in the same class will group at a certain location in image space. Face images can be represented by a set of eigenvectors calculated from the covariance matrix C (Eq. (6)) of the training images.
where d = 1, 2, 3, ..., D,D is the number of training images. I d represents the dth image vector.Ī is the mean image vector of all the training image vectors. With the help of PCA, large dimensional data can be reduced to less dimensions without losing much information, thus increasing the efficiency of the whole system. Modular PCA employs a region based approach computing the PCA components of each sub-region and concatenating them to form a long vector to represent a face. 10 
METHODOLOGY
The proposed method combines a modified version of LBP called enhanced LBP (ELBP) with weighted modular PCA (WMPCA) to achieve a better result for face recognition under expression variation, lighting variation, and partial occlusion conditions. Figure 7 shows the framework of the proposed method. 
Local Binary Pattern
Basic LBP is introduced by Ojala et al., 11 and is presented as a two-level version of the texture unit 7 to describe the local textural patterns. The original structure of LBP works in a 3 × 3 pixel block in an image. The intensity values of the neighbor pixels in the block are thresholded by that of the center pixel. In the 3 × 3 pixel block, there are 8 neighbors around the center pixel, so that a total number of 2 8 = 256 different labels can be calculated by the relation between the value of the center pixel and that of its neighbors. 12 The basic LBP operator is illustrated in Figure 8 . If the starting point is set to the top left corner, the 8-bit code will be 00111001 in counterclockwise direction, which represents 57 in the LBP space. The examples of original image and LBP image are shown in Figure 9 . 
Enhanced Local Binary Pattern
ELBP can extract texture information in extreme dark or bright conditions caused by lighting issue. General LBP calculates the new label of every pixel by using the relationship with its related neighbors, so that it may be coded "0" as "1" or vice versa when there are small variations in the neighborhood. This may cause more errors when compared with the LBP image in the neutral lighting conditions. Instead of thresholding every neighbor pixel by comparing its intensity value with that of the center pixel directly, the procedure uses the comparison of the summation of the positive distance and the total absolute distance between the intensity value of the neighbor pixels and that of the center pixel to threshold (absolute distance of a sampling point: the distance between the sampling point and its related center pixel without sign; positive distance of a sampling point: if the sign of the distance between the sampling point and its related center point is positive, the positive distance is equal to the absolute distance, otherwise, 0). For considering the affection of all the neighbor pixels, first, one sampling point (in the neighborhood) is taken into consideration. If the intensity value of the point is bigger than that of the center pixel, the total positive distance (T P D 1 ) is equal to the total absolute distance (T AD 1 ).
Then, applying one more sampling point: this new point should be the neighbor of the first sampling point in the clockwise direction. The new total absolute distance (T AD 2 ) and total positive distance (T P D 2 ) can be obtained by the two absolute distances and positive distances. Equation (7) and Eq. (8) show the entire strategy for calculating the total absolute distance and total positive distance for each local area. (8) where q = 1, 2, 3, ..., P , q means the number of sampling points taken into consideration (q and p have different meanings, but the maximum values are both P ). k is less than or equal to q. Next, one more sampling point is taken into consideration, following the same procedure shown above until all the sampling points are considered. Now, a P-bit code of the center pixel is obtained. Different from the general LBP, this P-bit code has no directions, because only the local relationships between the center pixel and different neighbor areas are considered. Then, the new label of the center pixel is obtained by counting the number of "1"s in the P-bit code. The label is equal to the number of "1"s. Consider a 3 × 3 neighborhood is used, so that 9 new labels (0 to 8) can be obtained from the 8-bit code. Figure 10 shows the calculation strategy of ELBP.
As Figure 10 illustrates, the calculation steps are explained below:
• Compute the distance Dist p between the center pixel and its related sampling points, where p = 1, 2, 3, ..., P and P is the total number of sampling points.
• Obtaining the positive distances
• Calculating the total absolute distance T AD q , T AD q = AD 1 +AD 2 +...+AD q , if q = 1, T AD q = T AD 1 = AD 1 .
• Calculating the total positive distance • Obtaining the P-bit binary code from [s 1 s 2 s 3 ...s P ].
• Counting the number of "1"s in the P-bit code, and obtaining the new label from the counting. For example, if there are X "1"s, the new label for the center pixel is X, so that there are P+1 new labels, and the first new label is 0.
• Now, the original image is represented by the new labels.
Weighted Modular PCA
After obtaining the ELBP image, WMPCA is applied to the system to reduce the dimensionality of the ELBP image. WMPCA is more effective when some parts of an image are occluded or in bad lighting conditions. 13 For the training part, every image needs to be divided into L modules, see Figure 11 , and the size of every module is n × m. 
where D is the number of training images. Then,Ī module needs to be subtracted from I d l :
where
is the difference between I d l andĪ module . Now, the covariance matrix C module of all the modules from all the images needs to be calculated:
With the covariance matrix, all the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed by Eq. (12):
where v module represents the eigenvector, λ module represents the eigenvalue. After obtaining all the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, choosing the K largest eigenvalues, then using their related eigenvectors to calculate the final training weight outputs w:
where v moduleKi is the ith column of v moduleK , v moduleK is the matrix combined by the chosen eigenvectors, every row of v moduleK is an eigenvector, and the size of v moduleKi is K × 1.
is the ith point in vector I new d l . For testing system, every testing image is also divided into L modules, and the testing weight is calculated as: is the distance between the lth module of the dth testing image vector and the mean module image vector obtained from the training part. The outputs of the modules, which belong to the same image, need to be considered as one output, so that the whole weight output matrix in training (w) and testing (w test ) parts are shown respectively as:
Every column represents the information extracted from one image. Then, every testing weight is weighted by the variance (var dtestl ) of its related region to minimize the affection of the parts with occlusions or bad lighting conditions, so that there are L weights for every image, and every element in the same module is weighted by a same weight. The final testing weight outputs are changed as:
Classification
After facial feature extraction by ELBP and dimensionality reduction by WMPCA, the weight outputs ( w and w test from WMPCA) are used for classification. Depending on the feature property and the system efficiency, Euclidean distance is used for classification. First the average weight output of the training images in the same class needs to be calculated:w
w gf (18) wherew g is the average value of gth class of the weight outputs in training patterns (w). F is the total number of training patterns in gth class. f = 1, 2, 3, ..., F . Then, the distances between the average value in every class and the testing weight outputs are calculated: 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to test the accuracy of the system, four databases are involved in the experiments: Yale database, CMU AMP Facial Expression database, Japanese Female Facial Expression database(JAFFE), and Extended Yale database B. The proposed method obtains a better result under expression variation, lighting variation, and partial occlusion conditions.
Experiments Under Facial Expression variation Condition

Experiments on Yale Database
Yale database contains 15 individuals with 11 images of each. All the images are cropped to 64 × 64. Figure 12 shows the comparison results between the proposed method and the methods presented in. 13 ELBP3 uses a 3 × 3 neighborhood (8 sampling points) to calculate the ELBP image. ELBP5 uses 5 × 5 neighborhood (16 sampling points) to calculate the ELBP image. The x axis represents the number of eigenvectors; the y axis represents the recognition rate. 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, and 150 eigenvectors are used respectively to obtain the result. The best result is obtained by ELBP5 + WMPCA, which uses 50 eigenvectors for every module, and the accuracy is as high as 96%. Figure 13 (a) shows the comparison results between the proposed method and partial methods in 14 (GPCAGabor PCA, GLDA -Gabor LDA, KGWRCM -Kernel Gabor Weighted Region Covariance Matrix), using the same strategy of doing experiments in.
14 Three images of every individual are randomly chosen to be the training images and all the others to be the testing images. The result of the proposed method is the average result for ten runs. The recognition result of the proposed method is 91.17%.
Experiments on CMU AMP Facial Expression Database
CMU AMP Facial Expression database has 13 people and 75 images for each. The size of every image is cropped to 64 × 64. We randomly choose 10 images per individual to be the training images and the others to be the testing images. The experimental results show that the performance of ELBP3 is better than that of ELBP5 because every image in CMU AMP database cropped just the face part of the entire head, and there is no information about the hair. The comparison with the background is less. If more sampling points were used in a large neighborhood, the face structures would be more clear but the the differences between various individuals might be small, so that ELBP3 is chosen for this database. Table 1 shows the comparison of the recognition results between the proposed method and that in. [15] [16] [17] Even though the proposed method does not reach the highest accuracy, the advantage is that the computation time is less (2.9044s for the proposed method). The computation costs of other methods are not mentioned in their papers, but one of them needs to consider choosing the proper parameter in order to balance the accuracy and computation cost. We lose some accuracy but the efficiency is higher.
Experiments on Japanese Female Facial Expression Database
This database has 213 images of 10 Japanese female individuals. All the images are cropped to 64 × 64. Every individual has one normal expression and several different expression images. In our experiment, 6 images of every individual are randomly chosen to be the training images and all the others to be the testing images. The proposed result (average result for ten runs) shows in Figure 13 (b) compared with the results in. 
Experiments Under Lighting Variation Condition 4.2.1 Experiments on Extended Yale Database B
Lighting issues are hard to resolve for face recognition systems, however, with the proposed algorithm, a better facial feature extraction can be obtained. Extended Yale database B has 38 individuals, and every individual has 64 images with different lighting conditions. All the images are cropped to 64 × 64. Figure 14 shows some comparisons between general LBP and ELBP, the images are obtained from Extended Yale database B with different lighting conditions. Table 2 and Table 3 show the comparison of the recognition rates with.
19 Seven images of every individual are used for training, and all the others are used for testing. This experiment is separated into two parts: one with the original Yale database B (10 individuals) and the other one with the Extended Yale database B (the remaining 28 individuals). Because of the same reason explained in CMU AMP database, ELBP3 was used for obtaining the best result.
Experiments on Partial Occlusion
For testing the recognition results of the images with partial occlusion issue, first, we choose 10 individuals from every database, and manually added occlusions to the images. Only one image per individual is chosen for the training system, and the same image with 6 types of occlusions for the testing system, so that there are 6 testing images in total per individual. Figure 15 shows the individuals chosen from the four databases. Figure 16 shows four sets of examples of the added occlusions in four databases (The first image is the training image, and the other 6 images are the testing images for one individual.). The occlusions cover the left eye, right eye, both eyes, nose, horizontal half and vertical half of a face. The recognition results from all the databases are 100%. The kind of occlusions may appear on the ID cards, due to the erosion.
Then, the experiments are tested on different testing images (not the same as the training images) on every database. All the individuals are involved in this test. Instead of using all the images except the training images for testing, we choose some of the images that can be exactly classified by the system without any occlusions to be the testing images. For Yale database (15 individuals in total), 6 images per individual are used for training (without any occlusions) and 2 other images per individual for testing (with the 6 types of occlusions respectively), so that there are 12 testing images with different types of occlusions per individual, and every type of occlusions has 2 testing images per individual. Every type of occlusions has 30 testing images in total, and the total number of the testing images of all the 15 individuals is 180. Table 4 Table 5 .
For CMU AMP Facial Expression database (13 individuals in total), 10 images per individual are used for training and 20 other images per individual used for testing (120 testing images per individual with different types of occlusions). The number of testing images used for every type of occlusions is 260, and the total testing image number is 1560. Table 6 shows the recognition results of different occlusions.
For JAFFE database (10 individuals in total) there are 6 training images and 6 testing images (36 testing images per person with different types of occlusions) per individual. Every type of occlusion has 60 images, and there are 360 testing images in total. Table 7 shows the recognition results of the 6 types occlusions.
For Yale and JAFFE databases, the background information is included, so the results are affected by the background information as well. Compared with the horizontal half occlusion in the four databases, Yale and JAFFE databases have less information than the other two databases, such as the nose information. This causes the recognition rate on horizontal half occlusions of the two databases lower. The horizontal half occlusions for Yale and JAFFE databases are not really the half part of the whole image, because the upper parts of the images of these two databases have some background information, so that the half point of the face is different from the half point of the whole image. Proper boundaries for creating the horizontal half occlusions for Yale and JAFFE databases need to be selected. In this paper, we propose a method that uses the dimensionality reduced Enhanced Local Binary Pattern (ELBP) space textural features for face recognition. ELBP considers the relationship of every pixel to its related neighboring local region, and it reconstructs a more representative textural feature set for classification. A weighted modular principal component analysis approach is used to create a low dimensional feature vector to represent the face region. Experimental evaluations on various databases show the effectiveness of the proposed method under different conditions. For testing expression invariance, three databases are used: Yale Face database, CMU AMP Facial Expression database, and Japanese Female Facial Expression database. For testing lighting invariance, the Extended Yale Face database B is considered. For testing partial occlusion invariance, the images are selected from all four databases and occlusions are introduced manually. ELBP generates clearer facial textural images than the general LBP, and the comparison of the recognition results with different methods demonstrates the superiority of the proposed method. Research is progressing to employ a multilane approach of trained frameworks at different pose bins with an appropriate voting strategy for tackling the pose variations that may happen to face images captured in an outdoor environment.
